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Frame Options
Three different types of frame options are available. These are:




Standard portable model;
Longer screen model; and
Ceiling mounted model.

The Standard Portable Model
This model frame is lightweight and easily transportable. It is designed to breakdown
and fit in a bag for ease of transport. A storage bag with carry straps and handles is
included and is approximately 1.3 metres in length so that it fits in the boot of a car.
The total bag weight is approximately 16kgs and can be easily carried by an adult.
The frame can be assembled and the screens ready for use in a few minutes. When
assembled, the TRS is approximately 2 metres high and 2.2 metres in width.
This model is ideal for club and individual use. This model is suitable for indoor and
sheltered outdoor use.

The Longer Screen Model
This model has the same advantages and is similar to the standard portable model
but has a further set of 500mm upright extensions to raise the crossbar to make the
TRS particularly suitable for Basketball and Netball training.
The frame is best suited for clubs and professional use where the frame remains on
site. The frame is designed to withstand the heaviest of workloads and usage. This
model is suitable for indoor and sheltered outdoor use.

The Ceiling Mounted Model
This model is available for installation in school auditoriums, stadiums or spacious
indoor training facilities.
The frame with the screens in place, hangs in position from cables affixed to the
ceiling of the complex. When not in use, the frame and screens are raised out of the
way on pulleys and are lowered back into position ready for use when required.
There are many advantages of the ceiling mounted model with features and benefits
including:






A reduction in framing costs (no bases, uprights, connectors);
The only components required are the bar with sail track fitted either side, the
screens themselves and the pulleys with lines;
No uprights are in the way as the crossbars are suspended from the ceiling;
The removal of the bases and uprights is a great safety feature as there are
no uprights to cause unexpected rebounds or collisions;
It will allow for multiple screens, which can be set up in a continuous line for
drills to be conducted up and down either side by multiple users;
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It allows 360-degree use – particularly useful for sports such as Basketball
and Netball;
The screen height is adjustable and can be set at whatever height is required
for different age groups, types of drills or different sports;
When not in use the screens are left on the crossbars and the screens just
pulled up out of the way on a pulley system;
As the screens are left hanging in place, they do not get creased or damaged;
Time for set up is a couple of minutes max – just lower them into place and
they are ready to go;
Availability for use at any time and in any weather conditions.

NOTE: Due to the varying heights of facilities this model includes the connection
eyelet bolts to the crossbar but does not include the pulleys or cable system used for
the suspension of the system.
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Screen Options
Three different types of screen options are available. These are:




Standard long screens of 1700mm;
Standard short screens 1400mm; and
Extra-long screens 2100mm.

The Standard Long Screens
The standard long screen is approximately 2000mm in width and 1700mm long. It is
suitable for use for all types of sports.
The screens have the added benefit of allowing users to personally pass through the
screens where that need arises in any training drill.
This screen is ideal for club and individual use. This screen is suitable for indoor and
sheltered outdoor use.

The Standard Short Screens
The standard short screen is approximately two metres in width and 1400mm long.
It is well suited where, for safety reasons, there is a need to sight initial delivery of a
ball from above crossbar height, such as in the case of the bowler of a cricket ball.
The shorter screen also has advantages for use for smaller school children and
flexibility of crossbar heights.
The screens have the added benefit of allowing users to personally pass through the
screens where that need arises in any training drill.
This screen is ideal for club and individual use. This screen is suitable for indoor and
sheltered outdoor use.

The Ceiling Suspended Screens
These screens are generally 2000mm in width and 2100mm in length and are
attached to a crossbar suspended by lines and pulleys from the ceiling of an
auditorium, stadium or indoor training facility. Because of the nature of the crossbar
construction though, the screens can be made in widths greater than the standard
2000mm width, if required. The crossbar, with the screens in place, hangs in position
from cables affixed to the ceiling of the complex. When not in use, the frame and
screens are raised out of the way on pulleys and are lowered back into position ready
for use when required.
The pulley system allows the crossbar to be set at any height appropriate for its
intended use. The screens used are 2100mm long and the additional length makes it
suitable for all sports and ideal for use for Basketball and Netball training drills.
The screens have the added benefit of allowing users to personally pass through the
screens where that need arises in any training drill.
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Official Price List
All prices do not include GST, VAT or freight charges.
Freight charges are available upon request.

Free Standing Portable Model (Long Screens)
Pricing

$2,090.00 AUD + GST
£1,295.00 GBP + VAT

This model includes:






An easily assembled powder coated aluminium frame and connections.
One full set of two Long Screens (1700 cm).
One vinyl carry bag 1300cm X 30 cm X 30 cm with carry handles.
Two screen storage bags.
One set of assembly instructions.

Free Standing Portable Model (Short Screens)
Pricing

$2,090.00 AUD + GST
£1,295.00 GBP + VAT

This model includes:






An easily assembled powder coated aluminium frame and connections.
One full set of two Short Screens (1400 cm).
One vinyl carry bag 1300cm X 30 cm X 30 cm with carry handles.
Two screen storage bags.
One set of assembly instructions.
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Longer Screen Model with Upright Extensions
$2,490.00 AUD + GST

Pricing

£1,495.00 GBP + VAT

This model includes:







An easily assembled anodised aluminium frame and connections.
Two 500mm upright extensions.
One full set of two Extra Long Screens (2100 cm).
One vinyl carry bag 1300cm X 30 cm X 30 cm with carry handles.
Two screen storage bags.
One set of assembly instructions.

Ceiling Suspended Model (Long Screens)
Pricing

POA

This standard model includes:



One powder coated aluminium screen support bar for screens two metres
in width with end and middle eye bolts for connection to ceiling support
pulleys.
One full set of two Extra-Long 2100mm screens.

Notes:




Does not include supporting cables or pulleys;
Bar and screen widths can be custom made to suit requirements;
Pulleys can be supplied if requested.
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